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“Very great and pertinent advances
doubtless can be made during the
remainder of this century, both in
information technology and in the
[E]WQERYWIWMX;LIXLIVZIV]
great and pertinent advances will
be made, however, depends strongly
on how societies and nations set
XLIMVKSEPW²
±0MFVEVMIWSJXLI*YXYVI².'60MGOPMHIV

.YP]8LI7IGSRH;SVPH;EVMWHVE[MRKXSMXW½REPGPSWI
%PXLSYKLXLI97%[MPPGSRXMRYIXSGSRHYGXSTIVEXMSRWMRXLI
4EGM½GXLIEXVIYRXMPEVEHMSFVSEHGEWXF])QTIVSV,MVSLMXSSR
7ITXIQFIVXLERRSYRGIW.ETER´WWYVVIRHIVXLISYXGSQI
is assured. Victory in Europe had already been achieved.
+IVQER]LEHWYVVIRHIVIHYRGSRHMXMSREPP]XSXLI%PPMIWEX
SR1E]XL&].YP]XSXEP%PPMIHZMGXSV][EWEREFWSPYXI
inevitability. Peace loomed.
8LIWIIHWSJXLI'SPH;EVLEHEPVIEH]FIIRTPERXIHTIVLETW
as early as the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact of 1939.
'IVXEMRP]F]XLIJVERXMGVEGIXS&IVPMRFIX[IIRXLI9776JVSQ
XLI)EWXERHXLI9/ERHXLI97%JVSQXLI;IWXJSPPS[MRK
the Normandy landings and the Allied invasion of Europe.
From these seeds, the roots of the continuing, global, and
I\MWXIRXMEPWXVYKKPIXLEX[EWXSHI½RIERHWLETIXLILYQER
story for what remained of the twentieth century were
EPVIEH]KVS[MRKERHEXEVIQEVOEFPIVEXI,S[IZIVMX[SYPH
RSXFIYRXMP1EVGLXLXLEX'LYVGLMPP[SYPHHIGPEVI
“from Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic an iron curtain
has descended across the Continent”.
-R.YP]XLIHIITXIVVSVWSJXLI'SPH;EV[IVIJSVQSWX
SJLYQERMX]YRJSVIWIIRERHYRMQEKMRIH-R.YP]QER]
SJLYQERMXMIW½RIWXQMRHW[IVIGSQTIPPIHXSGSRXIQTPEXI
on the ruins of the world and, more importantly, on the
new world that they would make to replace and improve
that which had been destroyed. Fascism had been defeated.
Democracy had prevailed. A high price had been paid by
victor and vanquished alike. Cities, nations and empires lay in
the ruins of victory as well as of defeat. Amongst the victors,
IPEXMSR[EWXIQTIVIH[MXLI\LEYWXMSR8LI9/IGSRSQ]MR
particular having been dealt a beating from which it would
never recover.
The world had witnessed the capacity of human science
and technology to mechanise and industrialise wholesale
WPEYKLXIVSJWSPHMIVWERHGMZMPMERWEPMOILEH[EXGLIHXLI
QEWWTVSHYGXMSRSJHIEXLTPE]IHSYXSREKPSFEPWXEKI;EV
ERHKIRSGMHILEHFIIRVI½RIHF][IWXIVRGMZMPMWEXMSRXS
a grotesquely clinical exercise in accountancy and modern
QEREKIQIRX8LIPIKMXMQEG]SJXLI)YVSTIERMQTIVMEPTVSNIGX
perished in the barbarity and horror of Auschwitz and
Stalingrad.
In order to secure this victory, the entirety of the will, energy
and treasure of the greatest nations on Earth had been
HIZSXIHXSSRIWMRKPIEMQZMGXSV]8LMWLEHFIIREXSXEP[EV
in every sense of the word. Now that the victory had been
EXXEMRIH[LEXRI\X#;LEX[EWXLIRI[[SVPHXSFIVIQEHI
from the ruins of the old to look like?
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-RXLI7YQQIVSJXLIVI[EWEWIRWIXLEXKVIEXXLMRKW
must now be done in order to ensure that the new world
[SYPHFISRI[SVXL]SJXLIWEGVM½GIWXLEXLEHFIIRQEHI
a peace worth the price. All of this had to have been for
something. Amongst the great minds of humanity a sense
had grown of the power of human agency and spirit to create
great effect. These were the minds that had harnessed the
power of the atom, through technology, to the human will.
These were the minds that had created machines of vast
power and sophistication to make and break the deepest of
secrets. These were the minds that sensed the expectations
of history upon them. It was their responsibility, individually
ERHGSPPIGXMZIP]XSWIGYVIXLITIEGINYWXEWMXLEHFIIRXS[MR
the war. It was their duty to enhance and improve the human
condition. And, they knew it.
-RXLI.YP]MWWYISJXLI“Atlantic Monthly”, the man who
LEHWTIRXLMW[EVHMVIGXMRKERHGLERRIPPMRKXLIWGMIRXM½G
research required to secure victory in arms, responded to
the imperatives of the peace, and the call of history, with the
TYFPMGEXMSRSJXLIWIQMREPTETIV±%W;I1E]8LMRO²%W½VWX
the chairman of the National Defense Research Committee,
ERHXLIRXLIHMVIGXSVSJXLI3J½GISJ7GMIRXM½G6IWIEVGLERH
Development,Vannevar Bush was responsible for directing and
co-ordinating the prodigious and ground breaking research
required to enable the prosecution of total war on an
industrial scale.
In his paper, Bush openly acknowledges that, for scientists,
±MXLEWFIIRI\LMPEVEXMRKXS[SVOMRIJJIGXMZITEVXRIVWLMT²MR
SVHIVXSEXXEMRE±GSQQSRGEYWI²,ITSWIWXLIUYIWXMSR
±[LEXEVIXLIWGMIRXMWXWXSHSRI\X²RS[XLEXXLII\LMPEVEXMSR
of the war has ebbed away? His answer is that the scientists
of the peace must turn their attentions to making real the
radical transformation in the relationships between humanity
and information promised by the technology developed at
such pace and cost during the war. For Bush this is about
far more than computers as great calculators for scientists;
“a much larger matter than merely the extraction of data for the
TYVTSWIWSJWGMIRXM½GVIWIEVGLMXMRZSPZIWXLIIRXMVITVSGIWWF]
[LMGLQERTVS½XWF]LMWMRLIVMXERGISJEGUYMVIHORS[PIHKI²
Bush proposed the creation of a device to extend and
IRLERGIXLILYQERQIQSV]EQEGLMRIXSEMHERHEYKQIRX
XLILYQERTS[IVWSJGSKRMXMSRMQEKMREXMSRERHGVIEXMSR
a computer to work in symbiosis with the human. He
proposed a device that would operate as human thought
does, “by association”. For Bush, the human mind can, “with
one item in its grasp”, link “instantly to the next that is suggested
by the association of thoughts, in accordance with some intricate
web of trails carried by the cells of the brain”. He describes “a
future device for individual use, which is a sort of mechanized
TVMZEXI½PIERHPMFVEV]²,IKMZIWMXEREQIXLI±QIQI\²
8LIQIQI\I\XIRHWXLILYQERQIQSV]ERHXLIQMRH“it
is a device in which an individual stores all his books, records,
and communications, and which is mechanised so that it may be
GSRWYPXIH[MXLI\GIIHMRKWTIIHERH¾I\MFMPMX]²
,IKMZIWXLIRI[XLMRKEJSVQMXMW “a desk”. For the human,
it is a “piece of furniture at which he works”, rather than a
Q]WXIVMSYWMREGGIWWMFPIKEVKERXYERQSRWXIVQEGLMRI½PPMRK
ERIRXMVIVSSQ-XMWQSYPHIHEVSYRHLYQERMRXIVEGXMSR
it has “slanting translucent screens on which material can be
projected for convenient reading”. For data entry and control
there is both a “keyboard”, and “provision for direct entry” via
a “transparent platen” upon which can be “placed longhand
notes, photographs, memoranda”. These originals can then
be “photographed onto the next blank space in a section of the
QIQI\½PQ² If at any time the user losses the thread of their
interaction with the memex, a “special button transfers him
MQQIHMEXIP]XSXLI½VWXTEKISJXLIMRHI\²

through ±XMQIWLEVMRKGSQTYXIVW]WXIQW[MXLVIQSXIYWIVXIVQMREPW²6.

Bush’s paper lays out the essence of the core thinking upon which the
;SVPH;MHI;IF[EWXSFIGSRWXVYGXIH&YWLTVSZIHMRGSVVIGXMRLMW
preference for analogue over digital computers. However, his vision,
of the human interactions with information augmented by symbiotic
machines integrated by design in to the associative workings of human
GSKRMXMSRLEWFIIRQEHIVIEP;IWIIXLMWMRXLIEPKSVMXLQWHVMZMRK
XSHE]´WWIEVGLIRKMRIWMRXLIGSRGITXWERHXIGLRSPSK]SJL]TIVPMROMRK
XLEXTVSZMHIWXLIXLVIEHWSJXLI;IFFYMPXYTSRXLIHIGEHIWSJ
EWWSGMEXMZIERHGYQYPEXMZIXLSYKLXLIMRMXMEXIHERHMRXLITVMRGMTEPW
informing the graphical user interface model of mediating human
communications with our machine counterparts.

-RXLI½VWXIQEMP[EWWIRXEGVSWW%64%2)8%W]WXIQSJ
networked computers created in 1963 as a direct realisation of J. C. R.
Licklider’s vision. A system conceived and moulded by human thought
ERH[MPPXLIW]WXIQXLEXWXERHWEWXLITSMRXSJKIRIWMWSJXLI-RXIVRIX%
net that provided the fabric from which Bush’s web could, and would, be
woven. The foundations of a cybernetic system in which Bush’s memex
morphs in to the universal machine of Turing and von Neumann.
-R[LMPWXEX%64%0MGOPMHIVIWXEFPMWLIHERETTPMIHVIWIEVGL
programme that laid the foundations for generations of research and
development, and postgraduate teaching, in computers and computing.
The programme took years if not decades to bear fruit. Directly and
indirectly, it produced some of the keystone elements of modern
computing. It continues to do so to this day.

Bush’s paper entered an intellectual context already populated with
minds turned in the direction of computers and computing. In particular,
the minds of A. M. Turing and John von Neumann. Turing’s 1936 paper
±3R'SQTYXEFPI2YQFIVW;MXLER%TTPMGEXMSRXSXLI)RXWGLIMHYRKWTVSFPIQ²
offers clear evidence of the direction of his pre-war thinking towards
XLITSWWMFMPMX]SJEYRMZIVWEPGSQTYXMRKQEGLMRI;LMPWXEXXIRHMRK
Princeton from 1937 to 1938, Turing encountered von Neumann for a
WIGSRHXMQIXLIX[SLEZMRKQIX½VWX[LIRZSR2IYQERR[EWEZMWMXMRK
TVSJIWWSVEX'EQFVMHKIHYVMRKXLIXLMVHXIVQSJ-R.SLR
+/IQIR]LEH±XLITVMZMPIKISJPMWXIRMRKXSEPIGXYVIEX0SW%PEQSWF]
©.SLRZSR2IYQERR²MR[LMGLZSR2IYQERRPEMHSYX½ZITVMRGMTEPW
JSVXLIHIWMKRSJEGSQTYXMRKQEGLMRISJXLIJYXYVI/IQIR]´WQIQSV]
LEWZSR2IYQERR´WTVSTSWEPWEW±*YPP])PIGXVSRMG'SQTYXIVW²±&MREV]
Number System”, “3, Internal Memory”, “4, Stored Program” and, “5, Universal
Computer” 1. Turing’s direction of mind towards the question of machine
intelligence is signposted in his lecture to the London Mathematical
7SGMIX]SRXL*IFVYEV]8LI[SVPH[EWRSXXSORS[SJ
Colossus for decades to come.

The names of the institutions funded by this programme still reads like
a who’s who of the great and the good in the realms of the teaching and
VIWIEVGLSJGSQTYXMRK&IGEYWISJ0MGOPMHIV9RMZIVWMX]SJ'EPMJSVRME
&IVOPI][EWKVERXIHJYRHWXSHIZIPSTXMQIWLEVMRKXLVSYKL4VSNIGX
+IRMI0MOI[MWIXLI1EWWEGLYWIXXW-RWXMXYXISJ8IGLRSPSK][EWIREFPIH
to research Machine Aided Cognition, or Mathematics and Computation,
or Multiple Access Computer, or Machine Aided Cognitions, or Man
ERH'SQTYXIVXLVSYKL4VSNIGX1%'7;LEX[EWXSFIGSQI'EVRIKMI
1IPPSR9RMZIVWMX]XSSOVIGIMTXSJWM\LYRHVIHQMPPMSRHSPPEVWMRSVHIVXS
GSRHYGXVIWIEVGLMRXSXLIXLISV]SJGSQTYXIVTVSKVEQQMRKEVXM½GMEP
intelligence, the interactions between computers and natural languages,
the interactions between humans and computers, and, the design of
computing machinery. The Augmentation Research Center within the
Stanford Research Institute was tasked with developing technologies to
enable components of computers and elements of computer systems to
interact.

-R2SVFIVX;MIRIVTYFPMWLIWXLI½VWXSJEWIVMIWSJXLVIIFSSOW
MR[LMGLLIERRSYRGIHXLIGVIEXMSRSJERI[WGMIRGI“Cybernetics:
or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine”. The
foundation text was followed by “The Human Use of Human Beings”
MRERHXLIXVMPSK][EWGSQTPIXIHMR[MXL“God and Golem,
Inc.”;MIRIV´WQMWWMSRMR[EWXSTVSZMHIE“fresh and independent
TSMRXSJGSQQIRGIQIRX²JSV±XLIWXYH]SJRSRPMRIEVWXVYGXYVIWERHW]WXIQW
[LIXLIVIPIGXVMGSVQIGLERMGEP[LIXLIVREXYVEPSVEVXM½GMEP². By 1964 he
[EWVI¾IGXMRKSR“three points in cybernetics”. Firstly, “machines which
learn”. Secondly, “machines … able to make other machines in their own
image”. Thirdly, “the relations of the machine to the living being” 3. Across
XLIWTERSJXLIWIXI\XW;MIRIVHIZIPSTWXLIGSRGITXYEPTLMPSWSTLMGEP
ERHQEXLIQEXMGEPJVEQI[SVOXLEXYRM½IWERHXVERWJSVQWLYQERERH
machine in the cyber domain of today.

8LIFMVXLSJ3TIR7SYVGIMRXLIWERHXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLI
6-7'EVGLMXIGXYVIMRXLIWEX9RMZIVWMX]SJ'EPMJSVRME&IVOPI]
stem from the seeds planted by Licklider. As does the genesis of social
RIX[SVOMRKQERMJIWXMRXLI'SQQYRMX]1IQSV]4VSNIGXXIVQMREP
found in Leopold’s Records in Berkley in 1973. The use, in 1984, of
robots designed by Carnegie Mellon academics in the clean up of the
wreckage and debris from the partial nuclear meltdown at Three Mile
Island has the same lineage. Likewise, the continuing and growing world
PIEHMRKTSWMXMSRMRXLIEVIEWSJEVXM½GMEPMRXIPPMKIRGIERHXLIXLISVMIW
SJGSQTYXEXMSRIRNS]IHF]XLI1EWWEGLYWIXXW-RWXMXYXISJ8IGLRSPSK]
Similarly, the emergence of the mouse, hyperlinks and the graphical user
interface from Stanford shares this common origin. All of this sits in
a direct causational relationship to Licklider’s endeavours. All of this,
impressive though it is, leaves out the impact of the graduates from
these institutions and the creation around them of a culture and an
environment within which great things are done. Stanford nestles in
the heart of Silicon Valley and counts Sergey Brin, Larry Page and Vinton
Cerf amongst its alumni.

8[S]IEVWFIJSVILINSMRIHXLIRI[P]GVIEXIH%HZERGIH6IWIEVGL
4VSNIGXW%KIRG]MR.'60MGOPMHIVLEHEPVIEH]FIKYRXSHMVIGX
his thoughts towards the “expected development in cooperative interaction
between man and electronic computers” that will lead to a ±QERGSQTYXIV
symbiosis” in which “a very close coupling between the human and the
electronic members of the partnership” will “let computers facilitate
formative thinking” and “enable men and computers to cooperate in making
decisions and controlling complex situations” 4. By 1968, Licklider predicted
[MXLEWWYVIHGSR½HIRGIXLEXHIWTMXIMXFIMRK“a rather startling thing to
say”, nonetheless, “in a few years, men will be able to communicate more
effectively through a machine than face to face.” 5
8LVII]IEVWSRJVSQLMWETTSMRXQIRXXSXLIRI[EKIRG]MR
Licklider was commissioned with the production of a report in to the
“Libraries of the Future”. His task, not to examine new ways to store
ERHVIXVMIZIFSSOWFYXMRWXIEHXSGSRWMHIVXLI“concepts and problems
of man’s interaction with the body of recorded knowledge” and to explore
“the use of computers in information storage, organisation, and retrieval.” His
prediction was that what he called a ‘procognitive’ system would evolve
based on digital computers. Outlandish though it might seem to the
VIEHIVWSJXLIVITSVXMRXLIWIGSQTYXIVW[SYPHLEZI±VERHSQ
EGGIWWQIQSV]²±GSRXIRXEHHVIWWEFPIQIQSV]²±TEVEPPIPTVSGIWWMRK²
GEXLSHIVE]SWGMPPSWGSTIHMWTPE]WERHPMKLXTIRW²±LMIVEVGLMGEPERHVIGYVWMZI
TVSKVEQWXVYGXYVIW²±TVSGIHYVISVMIRXEXIHERHTVSFPIQSVMIRXEXIHPERKYEKIW²
and “xerographic output units”. 8LI][SYPHFIIRQIWLIHMRXIVGSRRIGXIH



The testaments to the enduring legacy of Licklider’s vision are as clear
EWXLIQSWXMQTSVXERXPIWWSRXLI]SJJIVREQIP]XLEXXLIWYGGIWWSJXLI
LYQERWIRWIQEOMRKTVSNIGXMRXLIEVIESJG]FIVGERSRP]FIMQEKMRIH
through a long range lens. Success in this endeavour quite possibly
being our only hope of surviving, let alone harnessing, the inexorable
dependence humanity now has on cyber. A dependence foretold by
WGMIRGI½GXMSR
In his 1946 story “A Logic Named Joe”EQIVV]XEPISJXLI-RXIVRIX
(the tanks), PCs (logics), and the near collapse of society because of
them. Murray Leinster has the tank maintenance engineer reply to the
suggestion that the network of logics and tanks might be shut down
in order to save humanity from the eponymous Joe, a logic that has
somehow attained a form of sentience, with the chillingly prescient
VMTSWXI“Shut down the tank?” he says mirthless. “Does it occur to you,
JIPPEXLEXXLIXEROLEWFIIRHSMR´EPPXLIGSQTYXMR´JSVIZIV]FYWMRIWWSJ½GIJSV
]IEVW#-X´WFIIRLERHPMR´XLIHMWXVMFYXMSRSJRMRIX]JSYVTIVGIRXSJEPPXIPIGEWX
programs, has given out all information on weather, plane schedules, special

8LI97%LEHJEPPIRFILMRH7SZMIXXIGLRSPSK][MXLSYXIZIRORS[MRKMX
;SVWIXLI97PEGOIHXLIGETEGMX]XSGSRHYGXXLIVIWIEVGLVIUYMVIHXS
GEXGLYT-R*IFVYEV]MRXLIQMHWXSJLMWTVIWMHIRG])MWIRLS[IV
GVIEXIHXLI%HZERGIH6IWIEVGL4VSNIGXW%KIRG] %64% -R
Licklider was plucked by ARPA from his professorship in psychology at
MIT, and placed in charge of the newly created Information Processing
8IGLRMUYIW3J½GIEX%64%,MWQMWWMSR[EWXSPIEHXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJ
research and the creation of technologies to enable the military use of
GSQTYXIVWERHMRJSVQEXMSRTVSGIWWMRK-RLMWS[R[SVHWLMWNSF[EWXS
“bring in to being the technology that the military needs” 9.

WEPIWIQTPS]QIRXSTTSVXYRMXMIWERHRI[WLEWLERHPIHEPPTIVWSRXSTIVWSR
contacts over wires and recorded every business conversation and agreement
PMWXIRJIPPE0SKMGWGLERKIHGMZMPM^EXMSR0SKMGWEVIGMZMPM^EXMSR-J[IWLYXSJJ
logics, we go back to a kind, of civilization we have forgotten how to run!”
Before the risky and radical funding and research construct Licklider
created came into being, not a single Ph.D. in computing had been
GSRJIVVIHER][LIVIMRXLI97%XLI½VWXFIMRKE[EVHIHMR
Licklider operated with courage, foresight and vision. Humanity, and the
97IGSRSQ]EVIXLIVMGLIVFIGEYWILIHMH,IIWXEFPMWLIHEREGEHIQMG
GSRXI\XXLEX[SYPHFIMQTSWWMFPIXSEXXEMRMRXLI9/XSHE][MXLMR
XLIGSR½RIWWIXF]XLIGYVVIRXJYRHMRKVIKMQIERHI\IQTPM½IHMRXLI
Research Excellence Framework.
Our academic institutions are locked in to a funding structure that
actively militates against radical and disruptive thought. Intellectual
creativity and cross-disciplinary work are driven out by a system that
rewards conservatism, conformity and compliance, with research funding
and professional advancement. This same culture fosters a headlong
retreat in to ever narrower slivers of specialisation. The only sense in
[LMGLQEXXIVWHMJJIVJVSQ&YWL´WSFWIVZEXMSRMRXLEX“there
is increasing evidence that we are being bogged down as specialization
extends” 8 is that we are now worse off than they were three quarters
of a century ago.
Just as we have retreated in to the cold comfort of conformity in
WXIVMPIVIWIEVGLWS[ILEZIEPPS[IHXVEMRMRKXSYWYVTIHYGEXMSR;I
are producing generation after generation of graduates, more or less
skilled in the rote application of knowledge and processes, which are
themselves more or less relevant to the world as it is. These graduates
have no sense of the interactions between the technology of computing
ERHLYQERMX]RSWIRWISJXLISVMKMRWERHREXYVIIZIRSJXLIXIGLRSPSK]
8LI]EVIXVEMRIH8LI]EVIXIGLRMGMERWLMKLP]WOMPPIHXIGLRMGMERW[MXL
EHIQSRWXVEFPIEFMPMX]XSQEWXIVZIV]GSQTPMGEXIHTVSGIWWIWFYX
technicians nonetheless. They are, by design, bereft of the capacity for
critical or creative thought. They can exercise formal logic in response
to established patterns. They can accomplish complicated and familiar
tasks with great faculty. Yet, by virtue of the training itself, they are
incapable of adapting to change. They are closed systems, devoid of the
EFMPMX]XSEGXSRJIIHFEGO9REFPIXSGLERKIXLIMVWXEXIERHYREFPIXS
IZSPZI9RPMOIXLIG]FIVW]WXIQXLI]MRLEFMX

It is reasonable to assume that by the time of his recruitment by
ARPA, Licklider had heard, if not read, the farewell address of the 34th
4VIWMHIRXSJXLI97%([MKLX()MWIRLS[IVKMZIRSRXLIXL.ERYEV]
MR[LMGLLIEWWIVXIHXLEXJSVXLI97%“a vital element in keeping
XLITIEGIMWSYVQMPMXEV]IWXEFPMWLQIRX²7YVZMZEPVIUYMVIHXLEX±SYVEVQW
must be mighty, ready for instant action, so that no potential aggressor may
be tempted to risk his own destruction”. Eisenhower also recognised that
“this conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large arms
industry is new in the American experience”. He understood that “the total
MR¾YIRGI°IGSRSQMGTSPMXMGEPIZIRWTMVMXYEP°MWJIPXMRIZIV]GMX]IZIV]
WXEXILSYWIIZIV]SJ½GISJXLIJIHIVEPKSZIVRQIRX² Likewise, he was clear
XLEXXLMW[EWETVIGSRHMXMSRJSVWYVZMZEP“we recognize the imperative
need for this development.” However, Eisenhower was not simply
HIWGVMFMRKSVNYWXMJ]MRKXLII\MWXIRGISJXLIQMPMXEV]MRHYWXVMEPGSQTPI\
He was warning of its potential dangers. Existential imperative though
MX[EWRSRIXLIPIWW“we must not fail to comprehend its grave implications.
Our toil, resources and livelihood are all involved; so is the very structure of
our society.” )MWIRLS[IV´W[EVRMRKXSLMWXSV][EWGPIEVERHHMVIGX“The
potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists, and will persist.
We must never let the weight of this [military and industrial] combination
endanger our liberties or democratic processes”.
As Turing and von Neumann gave material, technological, form to the
QEXLIQEXMGWSJYRMZIVWEPWXSVIHTVSKVEQQIHMKMXEPGSQTYXEXMSRERH
EW:ERRIZEV&YWLPEMHXLIJSYRHEXMSRWSJXLI;SVPH;MHI;IFERHEW
;MIRIVIUYMTTIHLYQERMX][MXLXLIRI[WGMIRGIVIUYMVIHXSIREFPISYV
GSQTVILIRWMSRSJXLIRI[[SVPHXLIWIQMRHWLEHGVIEXIHWS0MGOPMHIV
created the conditions and the context within which the Internet was
born.
More than this, he created the structures within which computers
and computing were developed. Licklider was the architect of the
assimilation of the Internet, computers and computing in to the service
SJXLIWIGSRHKVIEXI\MWXIRXMEPGSR¾MGXSJXLIX[IRXMIXLGIRXYV]XLI
HI½RMRKGSRXI\XSJXLI'SPH;EV8LIZEWXERHXVERWJSVQEXMZIGSRWXVYGX
we call cyber was imagined as a consequence of the devastation
[VSYKLXF]SRIKVIEX[EVERHJSVQIHMRXSVIEPMX]EWEQIERWSJ
avoiding the extinction level consequences of another. However, both
Bush and Licklider imagined their work as a means by which humanity
[SYPHIZSPZIERHMQTVSZIERH¾SYVMWL2SXQIVIP]EWEQIERWF]
which it would avert extinction. Not merely as a weapon of war.

Across the community of those interested in cyber and cyber security,
there are numerous voices calling, correctly, for a science of cyber.
However, there is manifest confusion about what such a call amounts
to. The goal of science is not the acquisition of empirical data per se.
Neither is the creation of a science the elevation of assertions to fact
simply because of their utterance from the mouth of a scientist. Science
is about a rigorous and methodological approach to the formulation,
testing, destruction and re-making of hypotheses in order to push back
the frontiers of human knowledge and understanding. Science requires
insight, vision, creativity, courage and risk taking in the formulation of
these hypotheses as much as it requires discipline, rigour and method
in their testing. Those who make the call for a science of cyber should
½VWXVIEH;MIRIV
J. C. R. Licklider was a principal and formative actor at the heart of the
military-industrial complex called forth by the existential imperatives
SJXLI'SPH;EV%RHLIORI[MX3RXLIXL3GXSFIVELMKLP]
polished metal sphere less than a meter in diameter was launched in
XSERIPPMTXMGEPPS[IEVXLSVFMXF]XLI9776)PIQIRXEV]7EXIPPMXI
7TYXRMOFIGEQIXLI½VWXEVXM½GMEPIEVXLWEXIPPMXIERHERETTEVIRX
W]QFSPSJ7SZMIXWGMIRXM½GTS[IV8LII]IWSJXLI[SVPHGSYPHWIIMX
The radio receivers of the world could hear it. The propaganda victory
KPIERIHF]XLI9776[EWFEHIRSYKL&YX[SVWIJSVXLIGSRXVSPPMRK
QMRHWSJXLI97KSZIVRQIRXERHQMPMXEV]XLIRMKLXQEVISJWTEGIFSVRI
weapons platforms became instantly real. The divide between science
½GXMSRERHWGMIRGIJEGXZERMWLIHSZIVRMKLX;MXLRIMXLIV[EVRMRKRSV
XMQIXSWLIPXIVEXSQMGHIWXVYGXMSRGSYPHRS[HIWGIRHHMVIGXP]JVSQXLI
darkness of space.



Just as we have retreated into the
cold comfort of conformity in sterile
research, so we have allowed training
to usurp education.

Research funding should enable, even reward, intellectual courage
and risk taking. Researchers should be allowed to fail. Creative and
productive failures should be celebrated and learnt from. Those
allocating research funding should take risks, and be praised and
VI[EVHIHJSVHSMRKWS;MXLSYXXLIGSYVEKIERHVMWOXEOMRKSJ0MGOPMHIV
&YWL8YVMRK;MIRIVERHZSR2IYQERRERHXLSWI[LSWYTTSVXIHERH
paid for them, where would we be now?

The forgotten architects of the cyber domain, Bush and Licklider,
imagined a world transformed. They understood the centrality of
XLILYQERVIPEXMSRWLMT[MXLMRJSVQEXMSRERHXLI]YRHIVWXSSHXLEX
the potential to re-shape this relationship was also the potential to
re-form and re-make the essence of our humanity, for the better. They
understood that their vision of the transformation to the relationship
between humanity and information, which they also gave us the ability to
make real, represented our best, our only, hope of survival.

;IEVIFIKMRRMRKXSKVSTIXS[EVHWXLI½VWXKPMQQIVMRKWSJ
comprehension of the enormity, and scale, and velocity of the
transformation to the human story that is cyber. Once more, it is
required of us to think and act with courage, foresight and vision. It
falls to us to reform and reshape both the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of our
thoughts and our deeds. It is time to prove ourselves worthy of the
trust placed in us by the architects of the cyber domain.

%WLIGSRGPYHIWLMWVI¾IGXMSRWSR“As We May Think”, Bush observes
XLEXMRLYQERMX]LEWEPVIEH]“built a civilization so complex that he
needs to mechanise his record more fully if he is push his experiment to its
logical conclusion”. ,IMWGPIEVXLEXWGMIRGILEWKVERXIHYW[SRHIVWXLEX
it has ±FYMPXYW?XLIA[IPPWYTTPMIHLSYWI² of civilisation within which we
are learning and progressing. He is also equally clear that science has
given us the terrible power to “throw masses of people against another
with cruel weapons”. His hope is that science will permit humanity
“truly to encompass the great record and to grow in the wisdom of the race
experience.” ,MWJIEVXLEXLYQERMX]±QE]]IXTIVMWLMRGSR¾MGXFIJSVI?MXA
learns to wield that record for his true good.” ,MWNYHKIQIRXXLEXEPVIEH]
having endured so much, and having already accomplished so much “in
the application of science to the needs and desires of man, it would seem to
be a singularly unfortunate stage at which to terminate the process, or to lose
hope as to the outcome”. 8LMWVIQEMRWEWXVYIMREWMX[EWMR

;ISJGSYVWILEZIWSQIXLMRKEZEMPEFPIXSYWXLEXXLIEVGLMXIGXWSJXLI
HSQEMRHMHRSXXLII\MWXIRGISJXLIHSQEMRMXWIPJ%RMQQIEWYVEFP]
powerful construct conceived, designed and engineered by its makers
precisely in order to liberate human intelligence and creativity. Time to
WLIHXLIWLEGOPIWSJXLI'SPH;EVERHWIXMXJVII
-TVSTSWIXLIGVIEXMSRSJERI[MRWXMXYXI8LI4VSQIXLIYW-RWXMXYXI
for Cyber Studies. So named as a conscious invocation of all of the
GEHIRGIWEQFMKYMXMIWERHHMJ½GYPXMIWSJXLIWXSVMIWSJ4VSQIXLIYWERH
LMWXLIJXSJ½VIJVSQXLIKSHWSJ3P]QTYWLMWKMJXSJXLMWWXSPIRERH
most sacred of their possessions to humanity. The Prometheus Institute
should be based at, but operate independently from, an established
academic institution. It should be formed along the lines of the learned
and scholarly societies of the Enlightenment. It should embrace and
develop a truly trans-disciplinary approach to improving the human
understanding and experience of the cyber phenomenon through
scholarship, research and teaching. In his creation of the new science of
G]FIVRIXMGW;MIRIVPMXEXSVGLSYVXMQIXSGEVV]MXJSV[EVH

The human use of computers and computing as a means to survive
ERHTVIZEMPMRXLI'SPH;EV[EWFSXLMRIZMXEFPIERHHIWMVEFPI-XTYX
these machines at the service of powerful imperatives and commanded
the release of the vast troves of treasure, time and intellectual power
required to bring these complex and complicated creatures in to
existence. It gave us an initial set of market, management and security
mechanisms through which we could bring the newborn creature to an
MRMXMEPWXEXISJIEVP]QEXYVMX]2S[XLI'SPH;EVMWSZIV8MQIXSXLMRO
again. Time to bring computers and computing back in to the service
of augmenting and improving the human condition. Humanity depends
YTSRXLIIZSPYXMSRSJG]FIVJSVMXWS[RIZSPYXMSRERHJSVMXWZIV]
existence.
It falls to us to use the new domain in accordance with the spirit of
the intent of its architects. It falls to us to exercise our agency as
instrumental elements of the cybernetic system of which we are an
MRXIKVEPTEVX8SHSXLMW[IQYWX½VWXPIEVRSJXLISVMKMRWSJXLMWRI[
domain and re-discover the minds of its makers. Therefore, we must
SYVWIPZIWVIEHERHWXYH]XLI[SVOERH[VMXMRKWSJ2SVFIVX;MIRIV
Vannevar Bush, J. C. R. Licklider, Alan Turing and John von Neumann.

I propose the creation of a new
institute; The Prometheus Institute
for Cyber Studies…

Then, we must re-design our university teaching programmes. Firstly,
by building these works in as core undergraduate texts. Secondly, by
using these texts as the foundation of a common body of knowledge
ERHPIEVRMRKEGVSWWEPPSJXLI½IPHWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLG]FIVMRGPYHMRK
GSQTYXMRKVSFSXMGWEVXM½GMEPMRXIPPMKIRGIERHWIGYVMX]8LMVHP]F]
encompassing within the common body of knowledge and learning
disciplines hitherto alien to the academic study of computing. Cyber is
about philosophy as much as it is about mathematics.
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The funding and direction of our research practice should be similarly
reformed. Just as ARPA directed broad areas of research targeted
at complimentary areas of inquiry, so our funding should be similarly
HMVIGXIH;IWLSYPHFIXEVKIXMRKVIWIEVGLEXTVIGMWIP]XLSWIEVIEW
where cyber can enable and empower humanity. At enabling, extending
and enhancing democracy for instance. Research funding should not be
allocated according to the ability of the recipient to demonstrate formal
GSQTPMERGI[MXLEQIGLERMWXMGUYEPMX]GSRXVSPVIKMQIEWMRIJJIGXE
reward for the ability to game the system. Rather, it should be awarded
SRXLIFEWMWSJERMRJSVQIHNYHKIQIRXF]LYQERWEFSYXXLIGETEGMX]
of the recipient to deliver radical, creative, innovative and disruptive
thought. One way to do this would be to emulate the practice of public
GSQTIXMXMSRWJSVXLIWIPIGXMSRSJEVGLMXIGXWJSVFYMPHMRKWSJWMKRM½GERGI
6IWIEVGLWLSYPHGEPPJSVXLERW[IVWRSXQIVIP]IPIKERXEVXMGYPEXMSRWSJ
the problem.



